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how to spot (and avoid) purpose wash


Event summary

“Purpose wash”

has become a catch all
term for any business
that talks with purpose,
that uses their products,

The reality is that most brands

It takes time, effort and conviction to

accused of “purpose wash” are

embed purpose-driven approaches

doing good stuff, sometimes

organisations that were not necessarily

brilliant, impactful stuff! But

set up to meet the needs of society as

there’s a break somewhere in the

well as the demands of shareholders ,

system that creates a disconnect.

and have all sorts of "legacy issues" to

Partnership, Mark Hamilton

And this leaves people questioning

deal with. So as businesses and

of Facebook and Jane Stiller

the real motive or the integrity of

brands think about their purpose, they

at ITV at our event on

the brand’s stated purpose.



have to be clear about where they

brand, campaigns,

draw the “red lines” around the things

people, to contribute to

Businesses are complex and for a

they have to get right versus. where

purpose to be enduring, it has to

they have more license to make

positive change - but

be ambitious, so change can take

mistakes or move more slowly. 



does not back this up
with comprehensive
action across every
aspect of what they do.

in

time. In some ways, the biggest
challenge associated with the idea

Red lines need to be drawn around

of “purpose wash” as it’s being

issues where it’s not good enough to

used today, is it sets perfection as

say “we will get there in 5 yearst” or

the enemy of progress, and stops

“it’s in the plan”. Red Lines are the

businesses from taking action and

cornerstones of purpose, the proof

brands from communicating their

points that people will judge us

efforts to create positive change.

against internally and externally.
Knowing where to draw these lines is
one of the most important tasks for
anyone working on or thinking about
purpose in big, complex organisations.

So how do you get this
right? We heard from Katie
Leggett at innocent, Sarah
Gillard from the John Lewis

“purpose wash” and this is
what they had to say.

three
key
themes

Make sure purpose 
is owned by everyone


If a brand believes in being a purpose
driven company, every employee should be
part of that change. Embedding purpose in
culture is a key way of mitigating the risk
of “purpose wash”. It has the potential to
unlock energy and innovation at every level
of the company and ensure that the
business is always holding itself to
account. It will help maintain engagement
through growth and changes within the
company (such as Coca Cola’s acquisition
of innocent) and also enables a brand to
hire new talent on the basis of shared
values. Your tribe is the best asset to
achieve purpose-driven change.

Delivering purpose should 
be a constant evolution


Purpose is something that matures with the
ambitions of the company, as well as shifting
consumer expectations. Through times of
change, purpose provides the guardrails for
a business to make good decisions, but that
doesn’t mean purpose must be a static or
fixed idea. To drive change and ultimately
create competitive advantage, your purpose
needs to be stretching over the long term.
It’s therefore inevitable that a gap will exist
between tomorrow’s ambition and today’s
reality. But over time, this gap should be
closed and those issues addressed. A
purpose must also constantly be held to
scrutiny against new standards.

Assessment tools can help to evolve the
purpose ambition. For instance, Bcorp
creates a score to assess how purposeful
brands are, as well as setting long-term
targets. Bcorp certification demonstrates to
external stakeholders a brand’s purpose
agenda, as well as their commitment to
being a better business.

Purpose has to create value


Purpose isn’t a ‘nice’ thing to do or a handy
marketing message, it should be used as a
way to actively drive value across the
business. Whether it’s about inspiring talent,
driving business decisions, earning customer
loyalty or fueling innovation, purpose is
something that people should be measured
against and held accountable for.

It’s important to demonstrate to any purpose
“doubters” the link between profit and
purpose. Defining this, and setting out the
commercial value of purpose in your
proposition, will help to ensure the business
continues to invest in the idea and ideal. The
more that this is seen as the sole
responsibility of one department or another,
the more likely the gap will grow and the
potential for what could be defined as
“purpose wash” will increase.

some quotes
from our experts

Sarah Gillard

Mission Director 


John lewis partnership

The John Lewis Partnership is the UK’s
largest employee owned business
which is owned in Trust by over
78,000 Partners. They are one of the
original purpose driven businesses. In
October 2020 they unveiled a new 5
year Partnership plan which put
quality, value and sustainability at the
heart of everything they do.

Disruption can be 
the perfect catalyst
for purpose


The last year has been extraordinary,
with a huge impact on business, but
during times of transformation there
are moments where big change is
possible, even for large legacy
businesses. It can be an important
time to look at things from a new
angle and reaffirm what you want to
achieve, what you stand for and
what role you want to play in the
world at large.

Involve your
stakeholders in
your purposeful
mission



Silence is no
longer an option
for purpose driven
businesses



Purpose cannot be a top
down dictat. The process
by which you design your
purpose and hear from all
of your stakeholders and
the impact you want to
have is so important.

“Purpose wash” is often saying
nothing. Consumers are
becoming far more aware (and
expectant) of what is viable
and possible for businesses to
achieve, and therefore much
more forgiving of the effort that
brands are making. What they
want to see is that you are
trying. Being silent erodes trust.

“if you’re not saying
anything, it’s not neutral,
it’s negative”.

some quotes
from our experts

Mark Hamilton

Head of Regional Marketing
Social Good EMEA 

FACEBOOK

First launched in 2004, when it was only
open to Harvard students, Facebook now
has approximately 2.8 billion monthly
active users. Despite often being caught at
the centre of many controversies, they have
also innovated to deliver greater social
impact for their communities. The Social
Good team work to build tools that help
people support each other and raise
awareness for causes they care about.

It’s not about
what you say, it’s
about what you do



Don’t try and
‘invent’ your
purpose



Purpose builds
meaningful
relationships



Let what you do be the story.
Start small and get your proof
points right first. Then you can
go out with confidence to talk
about the journey you are on.

You don’t want to show up
for something that happened
yesterday - consumers will
see right through it and
you’ll be called out on it.
Stick to your original values
and the things that your
business was set up to do. 


What you’re doing with your
purpose adds value to your
relationships with your community
and customers. Whether this be
through inspiring, empowering or
enabling them, there has to be an
exchange, otherwise you’re not
adding value to the relationship
that you have with them.

some quotes
from our experts

Katie Leggett

B Corp Manager &
Sustainability Cheerleader

INNOCENT

innocent drinks was founded in 1998 by 3
Cambridge grads and is now a multi
million pound business selling all round
the world. They have come a long way
from selling homemade smoothies at a
festival back then and became part of the
Coca Cola family in 2009. Social, ethical,
charitable and environmental goals have
always sat at the heart of what they do
and their commitment to their values and
purpose. They became a Bcorp in 2017.

Don’t let your
legacy influence
your stance


Don’t leave what your brand
stands for up to interpretation
by the consumer. There can
often be a disconnect between
what the consumer perceives
the brand stands for and what
they are doing to drive your
purpose forward. Be vocal and
clear with your purpose. Ours is
long and not memorable unless
your work for innocent, but it
drives all of our decisions.

Check in on
your purpose



Don’t be afraid to
make mistakes



For a purpose driven brand
it can be a challenge to
grow quickly without
compromising your values,
especially when purpose is
part of the heritage of the
brand. For example; having
been bought by Coca Cola,
it was important to have
structures in place to
allow us to continue to
link back to the purpose
we set out originally.

Being honest and transparent
about things you might not
have got quite right or jars with
something you’ve committed
to, helps to build trust for
consumers and can actually
give more kudos to all the
positive things you are doing.

some quotes
from our experts

You have to 
expect backlash



Jane Stiller


Chief Marketing Officer 

ITV

ITV is the largest and most popular
commercial television channel in the UK.
Connecting with millions of people every
day means using the power of creativity
to make content that reflects and
shapes the world we all live in. ITV is
‘More than TV’ and they strive to use
their content to reach and inspire
positive change in the world through
focusing it on their social purpose goals.

Once you’ve set out your stall on
purpose, expect everything to
then be examined through that
lens. Certain external factors may
threaten to call that into
question but you have to expect
that and accept that some
people won’t like it, and there are
some things that you will have to
change as they get scrutinised in
a new light - and that is good. We
can’t be afraid of that because it
means we make progress.


Purpose opens
doors for brand
benefit 


Being driven by purpose and
taking action will attract
new audiences - by being
purposeful, this is likely to
impact on your brand
metrics, attracting different
demographics that you may
be hoping to entice.

Embedded purpose
is your North star


Having a purpose can make the
conversation about your brand
more simple, as it provides
guardrails to help choose what
not to do. By giving your
organisation a North Star,
purpose steers the direction of
the company in a way that
makes decision-making easier,
as you’ve set out what you
believe in.


for any questions,  
please email
emily.sinclair 
@givenagency.com

